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Architecture provides:
1. Shelter in which to work and live

2. Aesthetic amenity in our environment

Architecture provides:
1. Shelter in which to work and live

2. Aesthetic amenity in our environment

3. Power generation infrastructure
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IS ZERO ENOUGH?
Construction energy (total embodied energy) can be 50 times or even greater than annual consumption
per unit of area each year. The more energy efﬁcient the building is designed to operate, the greater this
disparity and the more embodied energy becomes important to consider as a percent of total energy over
the building’s lifecycle. The precise relationship will be unique for every building.
If the building is designed as a NZEB, it still has the debt of this embodied energy from the time of its
construction. If the design is truly to be considered in its total impact, it must address this energy debt
and the future energy required to decommission it by generating more energy than it consumes.
We call this “positive impact” construction and we think that it is possible for new construction to
achieve a standard of buildings reaching complete energy neutrality within 30 years of operational life.
This will require that buildings generate 150% – 300% their electrical demand load. The embodied
energy of the renewable energy systems themselves of course must be included in energy debt.
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2001
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KINETIC, SOUND AND/OR ILLUMINATED ART POWERED BY RENEWABLE ENERGY

Solar Collector
Gorbet Design
Cambridge, Ontario

Sonumbra
Loop.pH
London

Verdant Walk
North Design Ofﬁce
Cleveland

"The Keeper’s ﬁnding that Nantucket
Sound is eligible for listing in the National
Register provides information that will
help us to undertake ﬁnal consultations
and analysis of potential impacts of wind
development on historic and cultural
resources in Nantucket Sound."
US Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar
January 4, 2010

Cape Cod Times
WIND FARM FOES DEALT LEGAL BLOW
2008

The Boston Globe
WIND TURBINE NEAR BOSTON,
CAPE WIND PROJECT
2010

“It has everything to do with how it looks, and they think it’s ugly,”
Mr. Miller said. “If we want energy independence in this country, we’re
going to have to change our idea of what’s aesthetically pleasing.”
Nimby Rears Its Head Against Wind Power Project
By JOHN UPTON in the New York Times (quoting Nathan Miller, San Francisco resident)
November 11, 2010

Emotional connection, aesthetic appreciation, and generally wanting
to keep an object around, then, may be no less important in designing a
sustainable object than energy efficiency, carbon footprint, etc. Beauty,
and even sex appeal, contribute to sustainability.
www.greenprophet.com
KAREN CHERNICK
September 21, 2010

What is the Land Art Generator Initiative?

The Land Art Generator Initiative (LAGI) has brought together artists,
architects, scientists, landscape architects, and engineers in a ﬁrst of its
kind collaboration.
The goal of the Land Art Generator Initiative is to design and construct a
series of public art installations that uniquely combine aesthetics with
utility scale clean energy generation. The works will serve to inspire
and educate while they provide renewable power to thousands of homes
around the world.

The strategic objective of the Land Art Generator Initiative is to
advance the successful implementation of sustainable design
solutions by integrating art and interdisciplinary creative
processes into the conception of renewable energy infrastructure.

Ibn Al Haytham Pavilion for Mushrif Park
LAGI
Proposed for Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Korfakhan Necklace
LAGI
Proposed for Korfakhan, United Arab Emirates

150KWp Capacity

30MWp Capacity

2010 UAE LAGI COMPETITION DESIGN BRIEF
The call for the 2010 competition was to design an art installation for one of three
pre-selected sites that fulﬁlled the following criteria:
 Is a three dimensional form that has the ability to stimulate and
challenge the mind of the viewer on a contemplative level.
 Embodies a sense of beauty and concept in its built form that is
derived from the artistic sensitivities of the design team and from
an acute attention to details.
 Captures energy from nature, converts it into electricity, and
has the ability to store, and/or transform and transmit electrical
power to a power grid connection point to be supplied by others.
 Does not create secondary emissions other than electricity and
does not pollute its surroundings.
 Is safe to people who would view it. Consideration must be
made for viewing platforms and boundaries between public and
restricted areas.

 Is pragmatic and constructible within reason and employs
technology that can be scalable and tested. There is no limit on the
type of technology or the proprietary nature of the technology.
 Does not negatively impact the natural surroundings. Each entry
should provide an environmental impact assessment in order to
determine the effects of the project on the ecosystem into which
the installation is to be constructed. Mention should be given to a
mitigation strategy that will address any foreseeable issues.
 Uses all or any portion of the site. There is no requirement or
restriction on size other than those of the plot limits themselves
and the environmental footprint of the design.

DUBAI

SITE 1

Adjacent to Ras Al Khor Wildlife Sanctuary

THE LAGOONS

Under Construction

RAS AL KHOR

ABU DHABI

SITE 2

TO SAADIYAT ISLAND

YAS ISLAND

Between Yas and Saadiyat Islands

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

ABU DHABI

SITE 3

Airport Road Near the Masdar City Site

ABU DHABI AIRPORT

KHALIFA CITY

Masdar City
(under construction)

The LAND

Registration opens

January 1, 2012
Competition closes

July 1, 2012

ART
GENERATOR
INITIATIVE

$20,000 in prize award money

RENEWABLE ENERGY CAN BE BEAUTIFUL

LAGINYC
2012

powered by
art

In partnership with New York City’s Department
of Parks & Recreation, the 2012 Land Art
Generator Initiative design competition is being
held for a site within Freshkills Park (the former
Fresh Kills Landﬁll) in New York City.
LAGI 2012 is an ideas competition to design a
site-speciﬁc public artwork that also functions
as clean energy infrastructure for New York City.

LAGINYC
by
art
2012 powered

DESIGN GUIDELINES
2012 Design Competition

www.landartgenerator.org

2012
design
guidelines
The 2012 Land Art Generator
Initiative, in partnership with
New York City Department of
Parks & Recreation, calls on
artists and designers to submit
proposals for a pragmatic art
installation for Freshkills Park,
Staten Island, New York City.
A qualiﬁed entry must fulﬁll
the following criteria and be
developed to a concept design
level of detail. Projects must:



consist of a three-dimensional sculptural form that has the ability
to stimulate and challenge the mind of visitors to the site. The work
should aim to solicit contemplation from viewers on such broad ideas
as ecological systems, human habitation and development, energy
and resource generation and consumption, and/or other concepts at
the discretion of the design team.



make pragmatic considerations for preserving the integrity of the
landﬁll cap and all other engineered systems that are in place,
including landﬁll cover, infrastructure, and environmental controls.
The cap shall not be penetrated in any manner for any reason.
Vehicular access to above-ground landﬁll infrastructure must be
preserved.



be well informed by a thorough understanding of the history,
geography and geotechnical details of the site, as well as the broader
contexts of Staten Island and New York City. The work should maintain
acute attention to details and context.



be safe to on-site viewers. Consideration must be made for
viewing areas as well as boundaries between public and
restricted areas.



be pragmatic and constructible, employing technology that can
be scalable and tested. There is no limit on the type of technology
or the proprietary nature of the technology that is speciﬁed. It is
recommended that the design team make an effort to engage the
manufacturers of existing technology in preliminary dialogue as a
part of their own research and development of the design entry.



use a percentage of the site strictly in accordance with the
allotment allowances on the Site Plan. The overall footprint and
covered area of the work must not exceed 100 acres in total.
The installation may be limited to the North Park site, or to the East
Park site, or may exist partially within both boundaries.



work in coordination with the approved Draft Master Plan for
Freshkills Park. Within the speciﬁc project boundary areas in North
Park and East Parks, the preliminary programming activities listed
in the Draft Master Plan may be suspended or amended in lieu of
the LAGI artwork program.





capture energy from nature, convert it into electricity, and have the
ability to store and/or transform and transmit the electrical power to
a power grid connection point to be designed by others. Consideration
should be made for artfully housing the required transformer and
electrical equipment within the project boundary and restricting
access for the safety of visitors to the site.
minimize their impact on the natural environment and not create
greenhouse gas emissions. Each entry should provide a brief
environmental impact assessment as a part of the written description
in order to determine the effects of the project on the natural
ecosystem, and to make clear that no damage will be done to existing
engineered systems and infrastructure of the landﬁll. Mention should
be given to a mitigation strategy that will address any foreseeable
issues. Reference to the Freshkills Park Generic Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) document will provide additional context. It is
available in the downloads section of the competition website.

Eloise Hirsh

Peter Yeadon

Freshkills Park Administrator, New York City Department of Parks & Recreation

Partner, Decker Yeadon

Bjarke Ingels

Phil Gleason

BIG-Bjarke Ingels Group

Assistant Commissioner for Waste Management Engineering,
NYC Department of Sanitation

Dr. Henry Kelly

2012 LAGI
competition
jurors

Acting Assistant Secretary and Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for the Ofﬁce of
Energy Efﬁciency and Renewable Energy at the U.S. Department of Energy

Anne Guiney

Jean Gardner

James Corner

Associate Professor of Social Ecological History, Parsons New School,
School of Constructed Environments

james corner ﬁeld operations

Executive Director, Institute for Urban Design

Suzaan Boettger
Alice Aycock
Public Design Commission of the City of New York

Scholar of environmental and environmentalist art, NYC; Associate Professor,
Bergen Community College, NJ

Eric Shiner

Mitchell Joachim & Maria Aiolova

Director, The Andy Warhol Museum

Terreform ONE and Planetary ONE

Patricia Watts & Amy Lipton
ecoartspace

Melanie Cohn
Executive Director, Council on the Arts & Humanities for Staten Island

Steven Grillo
Program Manager for Planning, Staten Island Economic Development Corporation

LIGHT SANCTUARY: AN EMPOWERED LANDSCAPE FOR THE UAE
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY:
organic photovoltaic (similar to Konarka™, G24 Innovation™, or Solarmer™)
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 4,500 MWh

Martina Decker & Peter Yeadon
(Decker Yeadon LLC)

NEW YORK CITY
Designed for Site #1 in Dubai
adjacent to Ras Al Khor Wildlife Sanctuary

PV DUST
ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES:
Sphelar® by Kyosemi Corporation
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 50,000 MWh

George Legendre, Emanuele
Mattutini, Jean-Aime Shu,
& Alfonso Senatore

UNITED KINGDOM
Designed for Site #3 in Abu Dhabi
on Airport Road near Masdar City

WINDSTALK
ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES:
piezoelectric generator, torque generator
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 20,000 MWh

CONCEPT AND DESIGN:

Darío Núñez-Ameni &
Thomas Siegl, with Atelier dna
NARRATIVE AND POETICS:

Gabrielle Jesiolowski
STRUCTURE AND ENGINEERING:

Radhi Majmudar PE, with ISSE
Innovative Structural
& Specialty Engineering
ECOLOGY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY STRATEGY:

Ian Lipsky, with eDesign Dynamics
NEW YORK CITY
Designed for Site #3 in Abu Dhabi
on Airport Road near Masdar City
2ND PLACE MENTION BY THE JURY

Rectangular optical-fiber-based 3D Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs)
Developed by School of Materials Science & Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA, Dr. Zhong Lin Wang

Light-emitting
Diode

NA-case, ηNA = 0.76%
Solar energy potential in Fresh Kills = 4.26 kWh/day/m²
Energy output of one Solar Cell with dimensions shown above = 0.0324 kWh/day or 11.81 kWh/year

Solar
energy
Optical Fiber

4 837 985
kWh/year

Solar threats used = 410 000
Resulting total energy output = about 4 837 985.396 kWh/year
483 households
Optical Fibers used = 130 000

Accumulator

Rectangular optical-fiber-based
3D Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

Dimensions about 250x100 μm
Length = 9.0 m
Surface area = 0.0063 m²

In addition to this, a certain
percentage of optical fibers will
be integrated in our lines. Emitting
a colourfully fluorescent glow
they try to form an atmosphere,
which we cannot influence and
which up to now we have only
been hoping for.

Day:
Transforming
sunlight into
electricity
Day/Night:
Stimulating
visitors and
social relevance
Night:
Illuminating with
low energy LED
lightning

IN BETWEEN SCAPES OF LIGHT
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY: Three-dimensional Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 4,800 megawatt-hours
ARTIST TEAM: Carmen Bakanitsch, Christoph Walter Pirker
ARTIST LOCATION: Graz, Austria
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TREES
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY: Kinetic generators such as the M2E Power Kinetic Battery, piezoelectric generators
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 1,000 megawatt-hours
ARTIST TEAM: Yijie Dang, Tom Tnag
ARTIST LOCATION: New York City, USA

SOLAR CAIRN
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY: photovoltaic thin ﬁlm (amorphous silicon) in ﬂexible and translucent canvas
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 1,000 megawatt-hours
ARTIST TEAM: Julianne Brown, Christian Brown, Onion 3D Design
ARTIST LOCATION: New York City, USA
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HELIOFIELD
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY: photovoltaic thin ﬁlm (amorphous silicon)
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 15,000 megawatt-hours
ARTIST TEAM: Michael Chaveriat, Yikyu Choe, Myung Kweon Park
ARTIST LOCATION: New York City, USA

SCENE-SENSOR // CROSSING SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL FLOWS
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY: piezoelectric generators
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 5,500 megawatt-hours
ARTIST TEAM: James Murray, Shota Vashakmadze
ARTIST LOCATION: Atlanta, USA
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Preface
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Balloon Types, Catalog

Illusory Effects, Perspective

Powers of 3, Vignettes

1
NAWT

Balloons

Dog

Penguin

Octopus

Hello Kitty

Snoopy

Kaikai

Normal

Star

Cylinder

“But Phileas Fogg, who was not traveling, but only describing a circumference...”
- Jules Verne, Around the World in Eighty Days

It is a common misconception that Phileas Fogg’s journey
in Around the World in Eighty Days was by hot air balloon.
The iconic image, however, fulfills a visual nostalgia for the
whimsical beauty of a floating mass. Despite the misreading
of Verne’s text, the image is far too satisfying to pass up and
we accept the error. The aim of this project is to couple the
image of an oversized helium-filled teardrop with a nuanced
application of wind energy technology. While the balloon’s
image and subsequent geometry are the primitives to our
submission, the deployment on the Fresh Kills site ignites an
interest in the oversized and the attenuated. Thousands of
airborne wind turbines are embedded in conic hair follicles
which are applied to the balloon’s curved surface. Skewing
the iconic image of Verne’s bouyant transportation, the aim
of NAWT Balloons is not flight or expedition. But through
its multiplication and reconfiguration, it may be able to
produce new, yet familiar, collections of iconicity. It is our
belief that it is not important if the method of travel in Fogg’s
journey is often depicted falsely, but rather that it continues
to strike a chord with the eyes, both young and old.

1.1 Typology

1.2 Scale

1.3 Part : Whole

Three rows of balloon type resolution (from top) : high, medium, and low.

The little girl ran through the field unaware of the growing dandelions.

If you look close enough there become too many to count.

1
Formal Analysis, Elevations
Volume = 523.599 ft.3

1

1

Shape Profiling, Elevations

Wind Turbine, Analysis

1

Volume = 528.407 ft.3

Site Organization, Plans
A. Field
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Normal

Mohawk

Odango

Mr. T

Monk

Patchy

Cylinder

Comb-Over

Blow-Out

Daft

Zig-Zag

Cylinder

Blotch

Wavy

Sails

Staggered

Currently, in the developing wind energy industry, the iconic
HAWT is prevalent. In part, the HAWT prevails because of
the equation for the available energy in wind: Ek = ½ p A v3,
where p is the air density, A is the part of the turbine swept by
the wind, and v3 is the velocity of the wind. Since on any given
site, designers can do little to control p and v, they have thus far
focused on increased the swept area, A. For a HAWT, A = ∏r2,
so the industry has tended toward larger and larger turbines,
because energy outputs are a function of the square of the radius
of the turbine. Thus (goes the conventional thinking) bigger is
always better! If the question
being asked is, “How can we
make the most energy from a
single wind turbine?” then such
a response is the only logical
one.

B. Figures

for a VAWT is A = rh, where r is the radius of the turbine and h
is its height.
This project resists the simplicity of the thinking that has lead to
HAWT dominance and uses the VAWT as a starting point. It is
also highly influenced by the whimsy of Airborne Wind Turbines
of all types--from the kytoon to the Magenn Air Rotor System.
The project proposes mounting an array of VAWT-style turbines
to the surface of balloons, with each turbine held normal to the
balloon’s surface. This new type of turbine, the Normal Axis
Wind Turbine, adds a sculptural, whimsical quality to the surface
of each balloon. The turbines are light, interchangeable, and
have very low embodied energy. Because each balloon is held
aloft by the buoyancy of helium gas, only minimal foundations

Yet, the bigger a HAWT is, the
deeper and more intrusive its
foundations must be and the
more embodied energy it must
contain. Furthermore, the
Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine
bigger a HAWT is, the further it
has to be spaced from other HAWTs to function efficiently. The
Freshkills site, for example, can only host up to five turbines, despite its sprawling size. What if the question asked were, “How
can we achieve the greatest density of energy production on this
site, with its given area and given 3 dimensional wind conditions?” When the question is posed in this more specific and
nuanced way, we see that bigger
is not necessarily denser.
Normal Axis Wind Turbine (overlay w/ HAWT and VAWT)

=>?

=?

>

>

Volume = 547,501 ft.3

4.1 Illusion
Visual collapse of North and East Parks.

11223344

Volume = 590,7890 ft.3

The wind energy industry is
starting to explore the idea of
energy density over increasing
the energy produced at any one
point. Much research that has
been done (particularly by Professor John Dabiri at Caltech)
to show that Vertical Axis
Vertical Axis Wind Turbine
Wind Turbines can nest more
closely together, can turn in
complementary directions, and can increase in efficiency without
increasing their footprints by growing vertically. The swept area

are required for tie-downs, resulting in less disruption of the
site. And though each turbine produces only a tiny fraction of
the energy produced by a large HAWT, the turbines nest tightly
together while minimally disrupting their overall efficiencies.
Furthermore, the balloons’ height and cluster patterns can be
adjusted to increase efficiency as needed, since the balloons can
be allowed to go higher to catch stronger winds.
Like so many examples from nature, the Normal Axis Wind
Turbine Balloon builds up to high efficiency through density and
cellularity.

A + B = Islands

A + B + Islands = Treasure Hunt

1.4 Morphology

1.5 Persona

1.6 Normal Axis

1.7 Site

Inhaling a small volume of helium does little. Inhaling a large volume of helium will change the way you look.

The orientation of filamentous biomaterial says so much without saying anything at all.

The hegemony of the Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine must end! Nuance and whimsy are not the enemies of efficiency!

If there is a fortune buried in Freshkills, it is still safely hidden.

11223344

2

3

Prototype

NAWT Distributed

2

2

Turbine Follicle, Patent Drawings
Movement

3

3

HAWT vs NAWT: Energy Across the Site

Concept Map, Plan Axonometric

Balloon Prototype, Section and Elevation Composite
Variable Array

2

Balloon Type A
diameter of balloon, db in ft. = 100

3

radius of balloon, rb in ft. = 50
surface area of balloon, Asb in ft.2 = 31400
Number of longitudinal/latitudinal subdivisions, Ny, Nx = 78.0
Circumference of balloon at equator, Cb, πd in ft. = 314.2

P

diameter of average turbine, dt in ft. = 1

He

rototype

Beacon Light (8)
-conspicuous device designed to attract attention to a
specific location.

9.

radius of largest turbine = 0.5
ratio of width of quadrant, wq to dt = 4

Velocity of the wind, vw in mph = 7
Energy generated by 1 full size follicle in kWh = 138

    alloons
    alloons
   aloons

=

UP TO:

 alloons

Energy generated by 1 25% follicle in kWh = 35

x3/follicle

3.1 : Though many different site configurations are possible,
and nearly 2000 balloons could fit on the allowable 100 acres
of the site (while maintaining necessary turbine spacing), our
preliminary calculations indicate that far fewer than 2000
balloons would be necessary if the technology is fully engineered
and operates at the same efficiencies at current HAWT technology.
For example, a site distribution of 70 balloons of type 1 (each
producing 416,000 kWh per year), 7 balloons of type 2 (each
producing 151,000 kWh per year), and 9 balloons of type 3
(each producing 36,000 kWh per year) would produce around
30,500,000 kWh per year.
This is the same amount of energy that would be produced by
5 Clipper Liberty turbines, which is likely the greatest number
that would fit on the site, given the required downwind and
crosswind spacings that are typical of HAWTs (6-10 turbine
diameters and 3-5 turbine diameters respectively).
Unlike the proposal for 5 static HAWTs, our proposed system of
NAWTs could be altered to respond to actual performance of the
site and the developing technology. Furthermore, though the
NAWT technology would take many years to develop, the site
could become a testing ground for the technology and generate
additional revenue from visitors interested in learning more
about the developing technology.
3.2 : Balloon Clusters as park follies
3.3 : Site Distribution
3.4 : Treasure Map

Number of follicles at full size = 730
Number of follicles at 75% size = 1886

7 ft. 6 in.

Number of follicles at 25% size = 3468
+200’

He7.

Energy produced by follicles at full size in kWh = 100854

b

Energy produced by follicles at 75% size in kWh = 195404
Energy produced by follicles at 25% size in kWh = 119764

c

Total energy produced by balloon in kWh = 416022
Energy produced by follicles at 25% size in kWh = 119764

3 Turbines + Ball Joint

Helium (7)
Symbol: He
Boiling point: -268.9° C (-452.1° F)
Melting point: -272.2° C (-458° F)
Atomic mass: 4.002602 ± 0.000002 u

Staggered Array

1
These numbers are from a comparison to the Clipper Liberty, using swept area
comparisons to estimate the energy that would be generated by each NAWT after full engineering.

He

+150’

6.

2.1 Turbine

Helium/Air Ballast Tube and Transponder (6)
-a radio, radar, or sonar transceiver that automatically
transmits a signal upon reception of a designated
incoming signal.

Fuzzy turbines. Variable height and staggered position array across balloon surface.

urbine Diameters,
required spacing:

6d

8.

Energy generated by 1 75% follicle in kWh = 104

Turbine a
Diameter = 5 1/2 in.
Turbine b
Diameter = 8 1/2 in.
Turbine c
Diameter = 1 ft.

a



Swept area of average turbine, Ac = dh = 2

1 ft. 6 in.

2.1 : The Clipper Liberty has a rotor blade diameter of 99m or
327ft, meaning it has a swept area of around 83,900 ft2. A
study found that it would produce 6.1 mil. kWh/yr 1. Assuming
that one NAWT could reach the same efficiencies and capacity
factors at the site once the technology is engineered, one turbine
with a bottom-of-shaft diameter of 6 inches and a swept area
of 1.9 ft on the surface of the NAWT would produce 138 kWh
per year.
2.2 : Three different balloon sizes are proposed. Balloon type
1 has a radius of 50 ft and nests 6084 follicles of different sizes
to produce 416,000 kWh per year. Balloon type 2 has a radius
of 30 feet and nests 2209 follicles of different sizes to produce
151,000 kWh per year. Balloon type 3 has a radius of 15 ft
and nests 529 turbines of different sizes to produce 36,000 kWh
per year.1
2.3 : Balloon type 1 would produce as much energy as a HAWT
with a radius of 43 ft.
2.4 : Balloon type 1 specifications sheet.

=

AWT Distributed

Polyurethane Bladder (8)
-High strength yet elastic 1 mil polyurethane film is used
to make bladders for the smart balloon.

Number of turbines, Nt = Ny x Nx = 6084

 cr otal Coverage

N

+250’

width of a quadrant, wq in ft. = 4

=

MAX
5 Clipper Liberty
H

3.1 Energy
What’s HAWT + what’s NAWT

2

2

Size Analysis, Elevations and Plans

Wind Energy Comparison, Axonometrics
+100’

5.

+200

3

3

Formal Analysis, Axonometrics

Figuring a Field, Plans

Tether Joint (5)
-the plae at which the balloon and ground harness are
joined.

+200

+160

+150

+50’

+50’

Balloon Type A, diameter of balloon, db in ft. = 100

Balloon Type A, diameter of balloon, db in ft. = 60

Balloon Type A, diameter of balloon, db in ft. = 30

Number of turbines, Nt = Ny x Nx = 6084

Number of turbines, Nt = Ny x Nx = 2209

Number of turbines, Nt = Ny x Nx = 529

Total energy produced by balloon in kWh = 416022

Total energy produced by balloon in kWh = 151051

Total energy produced by balloon in kWh = 36173

0’

Arch

Graduated Column

Wedding Chapel

Scattered

Obstacle Course

Point Grid

Serpentine Arcade

Have a Nice Day

Rainbow

Marching Band

Field of Follies

River Forest

Floating Babylon

Floating Pyramid

Medeival

Contextual

Islands

vs.
0’

Winch (4)
-the crank or handle of a revolving machine.

4.
0

Power Sequence (1,2, and 3)
-Transformer (1), a device that transfers electrical energy from
one circuit to another through inductively coupled conductors
-Substation Control House (2), contains switchboard panels,
batteries, battery chargers, supervisory control, power-line
carrier, meters, and relays. The control house provides all
weather protection and security for the control equipment.
-Power Grid (3)

1.

2.

3.
Classic Cluster

2.2 Size
Three sizes with raddi equal to 50 ft. (commercial air balloon), 30 ft. (standard air balloon), and 15 ft. (single passenger air balloon).

2.3 NAWT vs. HAWT
Normal Axis Wind Turbine = no penetration ground surface.
Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (Clipper Liberty ) = >20 ft. foundation depth.

2.4 Inside/Outside
A floating cenotaph. Fuzzy on the outside, hollow on the inside.

11223344

NAWT BALLOONS
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY: Micro-wind turbines derived from VAWT technology
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 10,000 megawatt-hours
ARTIST TEAM: Thomas Kelley, Carrie Norman, Sarah Jazmine Fugate
ARTIST LOCATION: Chicago, USA

3.2 Clusters

3.3 Site Distribution

3.4 Treasure Map

Staring at the clouds for too long causes us to see strange things.

Configurations are indeterminate at best.

And every now and then people find the bugs, and they interpret those as cool failures in the Sims terms. For them it’s like a treasure hunt, you know.

11223344

SOLAR LOOP
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY: Thin Film Photovoltaic
ANNUAL CAPACITY: 10,000 megawatt-hours
ARTIST TEAM: Paolo Venturella, Alessandro Balducci, Gilberto Bonelli, Rocco Valantines, Mario Emanuele Salini, Pietro Bodri
ARTIST LOCATION: Paris, France

“The final beauty of this initiative is
that we now can explore the feasibility
of implementing all of the leading
submissions—creating a link between a
future vision and today’s reality.”

“Land Art Generator public artworks pay
back both their carbon footprint and their
installation cost over time, making them the
perfect investment in our future.”

renewable energy can be beautiful

BENEFITS TO CITIES
AND INSTITUTIONS
WORLDWIDE

This document, prepared
by Society for Cultural
Exchange, shows how cities
and institutions can beneﬁt
greatly by collaboration
with the Land Art Generator
Initiative.
LAGI can help to increase
the positive impact of
public art projects and
expand the popularity
of renewable energy
infrastructure initiatives by
bringing both together.

LIGHT SANCTUARY BY MARTINA DECKER & PETER YEADON
ENTRY TO THE 2010 LAGI DESIGN COMPETITION

Dr. Sultan Al Jaber, CEO of Masdar

land art generator initiative

Elizabeth Monoian & Robert Ferry
co-founders of LAGI



THE VALUE OF PUBLIC ART
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THE LAND ART GENERATOR INITIATIVE

pp 4–5

DESIGN PROCESS AND RETURN ON INVESTMENT

pp 6–8

EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH

p9

SUPPORTERS
UNIVERSITY SUPPORT
Zayed University Provost’s Research Fellowship
FOUNDATION SUPPORT

THANK YOU TO OUR
SUPPORTERS & PARTNERS!

land art generator initiative
RENEWABLE ENERGY CAN BE BEAUTIFUL

Horne Family Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
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www.landartgenerator.org

